
TURN IT UP                                                                      by Gary Seiler 
 

INTRO  A-8  E-8  Bm-8  D-4  E-4 

 
Verse   
A-8                                                                      E-8   
 Looking back through all my years and the places that I’ve been 
Bm-8                                           D-4                  E-4 
  I always had this soundtrack playing along 
A-8                                            E-8 
  A little bit of country a little rock n roll 
Bm-8                                         D-4                    [E-4] 
  Can’t imagine living life without that music on 

 
Chorus 
                       A-8                      Bm-8     
So I turned it up    I raised my voice up to the sky 
D-8                  E-8 
Oh oh oh oh     I let it fly    
                 A-8                         Bm-8             
I turned it up     brought the best out of my life 
D-4           [E-4]                  A-8                 
Oh oh oh man I turned it up 

 
Verse 2 
          A-8                                                           E-8 
I had Beach Boys and the Beatles and then Creedence hit me strong 
Bm-8                                  D-4                      E-4 
    Poco set the stage for all those Eagles songs 
                  A-8                                                                             
It was the vocal groups that really hit my heart and their  
E-8 
music still lives on 
Bm-8                                      D-4                      [E-4] 
   I held on to that gift and I found where I belonged 
  
 
 
 
 



Chorus 
                        A-8                       Bm-8     
And I turned it up    I raised my voice to the sky 
D-8                 E-8 
Oh oh oh oh    I let it fly    
                 A-8                       Bm-8                      D-4            [E-4]        A-8 
I turned it up   brought the best out of my life Oh oh oh    I turn it up 

 
Bridge 
C#m-8                             F#m-8 
  If I add up all the lines,  the memories the rhymes.  
 B7-8                                       E-4                    [E-8] 
  The heartbeat of my life is all those harmonies 
             Solo |A-8 | E-8 | Bm-8 | D-4 E-4| 
And I turn it up 

Solo cont’d |A-8 | E-8 | Bm-8 | D-4 E-4| 

 
Verse                                                        BASS PLAY G# 
A-8                                                               E/G#-8                        
   Now I’m coming down the stretch and time is flying by,  
Bm-8                                        D-4             E-4 
   it's hard to shut the noises out of our lives 
 A-8                                                      E-8 
   So turn the music up and feel the magic in this life 
Bm-8                                            D-4                    [E-4] 
  When you start to feel it your soul will come alive 

Chorus 
                              A-8                     Bm-8 
And you’ll turn it up    raise your voices to the sky 
D-8               E-8 
Oh oh oh     let your spirits fly 
             A-8                          Bm-8 
Turn it up     celebrate the magic in this life                   NO BASS 
D-4     E-4    D-4            E-4    D-4              [E-4]                A-8  A-8                      
Oh oh oh ... Oh oh oh oh  ... Oh oh oh oh         Turn it up 
 
Solo |A-8 | E-8 | Bm-8 | D-4 E-4|REPEAT AND END ON A 

      Dedicated to Poco 


